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The halachic requirements regarding the Festival of Passover are many and complex. For centuries rabbinic scholars have expended great diligence and ingenuity in studying the Law and following its many stipulations to their practical conclusions. The fine points of Pesach regulations have occupied the greatest minds of Judaism; every observant Jewish household is witness to the major impact the laws of Passover have upon the Jewish lifestyle.

But one of these many laws was usually accepted as a fairly simple rule, almost in the nature of a postscript to the complex regulations concerning chametz and matzo. That rule states that any chametz which was in the possession of a Jew during Pesach may not be used after Pesach at all. In days gone by, there was not much trouble in observing this Law — in close-knit Jewish communities where virtually everyone strictly observed all the minutiae of the Passover regulations, the identity of the few individuals who did not destroy or somehow get rid of their chametz was known to all, and everyone in town would scrupulously avoid buying foodstuffs from them or using any of their foods.

Today, however, not only the social dispersion of the Jewish community but also the highly sophisticated economic environment in which most of us operate have transformed this once simple and straightforward regulation into a practice of bewildering...
complexity. In modern times many Jews are non-observant, and it is not always easy to gauge the extent of their commitment to Passover laws; furthermore, many businesses are not owned by individuals but are organized as corporations. What effect will that have on the observance of chametz she'avar alav haPesach, the laws concerning chametz owned by a Jew during Passover? Another bizarre complication is presented by the growing number of Jews who do sell their chametz before Pesach but nevertheless continue to keep their stores open during Pesach and sell (the ostensibly sold) chametz to their customers.

The halachot of chametz she'avar alav haPesach, chametz which was in the possession of a Jew during Pesach, warrant our re-examination: to what extent do conscientious Jews have to take measures to assure that they do not inadvertently transgress this stricture, and what, if any, modification do the complex modern economic structures entail?

Prior to addressing this complex issue, a brief outline of the sources would be most helpful.

Chametz she'avar alav haPesach is a concept which first appears in the Mishna

חמצ שולך العراقي עליז הפשת מותר בו הנאתו של ישראלי אסור נבנאה

Chametz which belonged to a Gentile during Pesach, one may derive benefit from it; but chametz of a Jew (which remained in his possession over Pesach) is forbidden, for the Torah says no leavening may be in your possession.

In the Gemara, this statement occasions a disagreement between Rabbi Yehudah and Rabbi Shimon. According to Rabbi Yehudah, the origin of the rule concerning chametz in the possession of a Jew during Pesach is biblical, and if one does eat this chametz after Pesach, he has violated a negative

---

1. mishna mishnah כה
2. Both Rambam פרוש חכמים and the Rav miBartenor in their commentaries question the addition of the word נאום since chametz of a non-Jew should be allowed even for אכילולה. In this connection they discuss a text in the Yerushalmi פסחים פך ב mishnah ב.
commandment; however, there is no punishment of karet (which there would be if he ingested it on Pesach). But Rabbi Shimon opines that all chametz would be totally permissible after Pesach were it not for a rabbinic fiat to forbid it — this being in the form of a k’nas, a penalty forbidding the use of any chametz after Pesach which had remained in the Jew’s domain. This was done, he says, to ensure that everyone would indeed destroy or remove all chametz before Pesach — by removing any opportunity to profit from the chametz after Pesach, the Rabbis hoped to remove the temptation not to destroy it before Pesach.

The Talmud does not offer a clear resolution to the dispute, but virtually all Rishonim appear to accept the view of Rabbi Shimon, that the Mishna was recording a rabbinic and not a biblical regulation.

In Mishneh Torah, Rambam teaches,

Chametz of a Jew which remained in his possession during Pesach is forever forbidden from any benefit, and this matter is a fine instituted by the Scribes since the person transgressed the prohibition of ‘it shall not be seen nor found in your domain’; (therefore) they forbade it. Even if he left it over by mistake or against his will, (they instituted the fine) so that no person will leave over chametz in his domain during Pesach in order to have it after Pesach.

The Shulchan Aruch, too, cites the law in that way:

The chametz of a non-Jew is permitted after Pesach, even for eating; but that of a Jew, which remained in his

3. Since the Torah repeats the verse forbidding chametz three times, there must be a reason. The repetition teaches that it is forbidden even after Pesach.

4. The repetition teaches why the k’nas is so severe and applies even to a person who did not violate the issur. See also Sh. Ar. 446:1, who holds that eating chametz of a non-Jew after Pesach is also forbidden.

5. The Rif and Rosh concur, but the Ba’al Hallowed is the only exception cited by Tur. In regard to the yud of a child see Sh. Ar. 446:2.

6. The lenient ruling applies likewise to chametz not owned by anyone (hefker), since no one thereby violated the issur of chametz.

7. The lenient ruling applies likewise to chametz not owned by anyone (hefker), since no one thereby violated the issur of chametz. 

8. Since the Torah repeats the verse forbidding chametz three times, there must be a reason. The repetition teaches that it is forbidden even after Pesach.
The “k’nas” for chametz she’avar alav haPesach seems to be considerably more severe than other fines, but the Gemara teaches that the fine is levied only on chametz which is in its pristine state, not on that which is mixed with other substances. Furthermore, the “mixture” in this case would only have to contain one part of chametz to six parts of other ingredients. The guideline is that there must be less than a K’zayit of chametz, but the Gemara teaches that the fine is levied only on chametz which is in its pristine state, not on that which is mixed with other substances.

As an example, let us consider ketchup, which contains vinegar. Assuming that the vinegar in the product is of grain derivative and therefore chametz, the ketchup would nonetheless be permitted for consumption after Pesach if the vinegar constitutes less than one-sixth of the product.

8. The law forever forbids using chametz which was in the possession of a Jew during Pesach, even if it belonged to him only for a minute, or even if he had it only on the eighth day, which day is not biblically ordained but is rather a rabbinic addition. The commentaries to Pesachim note that when Ravva told the people that they could purchase chametz after seven days of Pesach, he meant the people in Eretz Yisrael, where there are only seven days of the Festival, and that in addressing people outside the Land, his intention was that they could buy chametz after the eighth day.

9. In most cases of k’nas, the item is forbidden to the sinner only, not to others, but in this case it is forbidden to all forever.

10. writes that one may dilute the chametz prior to Pesach so that it may be used after Pesach, and this is not considered . In this case, both the Chafetz Chaim also considers such a case and concludes that in case of great need one may rely on the lenient opinion and the chametz may be utilized. rules that the amount needed to make chametz be considered null after Pesach is , provided it was diluted after Pesach.
A vexing question in connection with *chametz she'avar alav haPesach* is the not uncommon phenomenon of a storeowner’s selling his *chametz* prior to the holiday but nevertheless continuing to sell his wares during Passover. This happens when the storeowner is not personally an observant Jew and keeps his store open during Yom Tov itself. Are we to take this as an indication that there was no bona fide sale, and that it was never the intention of the Jew to actually sell his *chametz* before Pesach? Or should one argue that actually the sale is totally valid, but the storeowner, in selling *chametz* to his customers during Pesach, is stealing those goods from the Gentile to whom he has previously sold them?

Rabbi Moshe Feinstein has dealt with this issue a number of times and concluded that even the storeowner’s “selling” of his wares during the holiday does not invalidate the sale of that *chametz* prior to Pesach; however, in addressing the same question at a later date, he does add a number of precautions. Rabbi Feinstein urges the Rabbi in charge of the sale transaction before Pesach to instruct the storeowners that it is forbidden for them to deal in these products during the Festival and also that they may not purchase any new *chametz* during the Passover holiday. Furthermore, he rules that the Rabbi should not issue a letter advising the public that the owner sold his *chametz* and that it is permissible to buy there subsequent to Passover, since the owner might buy *chametz* during Pesach, and that is surely not covered by any sale executed before the holiday.

13. It is a fact that most organizations granting kashruth supervision or Rabbis executing the sale of *chametz* for stores do permit the stores to continue to operate during Passover. However, the ® is currently working on changing its policy and in the future will not allow establishments under its supervision to remain open on Pesach to sell *chametz*.

It is also problematical if it is permissible to sell one’s *chametz* to a non-Jew before Pesach (to be bought back after Pesach) if the item is truly total *chametz*. *Maase Rav* reports that the Vilna Gaon was opposed to such a sale; Rabbi J.B. Soloveichik has been reported as often urging that this practice be abandoned. Despite this, most people do continue to dispose of their *chametz* before Pesach in this fashion. The ® and the Lubavitch Kashruth Supervision also allow true *chametz* to be sold by establishments under their supervision.

14. *אגרות משה* א' תר' קמ"א
15. *אגרות משה* א' תר' ל"ח ש"י ז' ת"א
Apparently Rabbi Feinstein was not entirely satisfied with his earlier responsa, because he continues in a later responsum to probe the significance of the seller’s intentions at the time of the original sale of the *chametz*\(^{16}\). In his latest *tshuva* on the subject to date, Rabbi Feinstein also considers the situation in which one is unsure after Pesach just which *chametz* was sold by the storekeeper to the non-Jew prior to Pesach and which of his merchandise might have been acquired in the course of Passover week\(^{17}\). If the consumer cannot determine when the entire stock of questionable *chametz* has been replenished — at what point may he resume shopping there, based on the principle ספק ריבן לקל וחולא that one may be lenient in a case of doubt concerning a rabbinic regulation? He concludes that if a supermarket sold its *chametz* before Pesach but nevertheless continued to stay open during Pesach, sell *chametz*, and purchase new *chametz*, one should not buy there without being reasonably certain that at least half the *chametz* presently in the store was covered by the sale before Pesach. Otherwise, one should not buy there until all the *chametz* which was purchased during Pesach has been depleted. (This rule of thumb applies only to a large establishment where the workers have no vested interest in the sales volume; however, if the store is a small grocery owned and operated by a few individuals, they cannot be relied upon not to deceive the customers about the nature of their *chametz*, and one should not shop there until all the *chametz* which was in the store at any time during Pesach has been totally replenished.)

The volume of correspondence printed in the responsa of Rabbi Feinstein and the frequency with which he returns to the subject are indicative of the resistance which his point of view has met in rabbinic circles. Many rabbinic authorities hold that the subsequent selling of products during Pesach is a clear indication that the sale of *chametz* before Pesach was fraudulent and that the owner never in his own mind believed that he was transferring his property through the sale he engineered with the Rabbi. Therefore,

\(^{16}\) אגרורית משחת ארש"ח חלכ הלויים ז""ד

\(^{17}\) אגרורית משחת
they contend that one should not patronize such establishments after Passover at all, until such time as one can be quite sure that none of the old stock remains.\textsuperscript{18}

The \textit{din} of \textit{chametz she'avar alav haPesach} when that \textit{chametz} is owned by a corporation presents a somewhat thorny problem. \textit{Chametz} is liable to the rabbinic penalty if (a) it belonged to a Jew during Pesach or (b) if a Jew was responsible for it then (\textit{achrayut}). Let us first address the latter requirement.

It is evident from a passage in \textit{Pesachim} 5b that even if one does not own \textit{chametz} on Pesach but had \textit{achrayut} for it, that \textit{chametz} is forbidden. In that context, the Gemara teaches,

Rava said to the people of Mehoza, ‘‘Get rid of the \textit{chametz} in your houses which belongs to the soldiers [who apparently required the Jews to keep grain for the soldiers in their houses] because [even if it is not your property] if it were stolen you would be required to pay for it; therefore it is as if it were yours and is forbidden.’’

This Talmudic passage indicates that even \textit{chametz} which one does not own but for which he is responsible is subject to the penalty of \textit{chametz she'avar alav haPesach}. How is this principle translated into the modern phenomenon of a corporation? It would seem that, by definition, owners of shares in a corporation have “limited liability”, meaning that they do not have any personal responsibility for the \textit{chametz} which the corporation might own.

However, while it is true that none of the shareholders in a corporation may be liable for the \textit{chametz}, yet that fact alone would not necessarily render it permissible, for there is still the factor of ownership to be considered. To whom do the assets of the corporation belong? Does each stockholder own a little bit of the

\textsuperscript{18} See also \textit{Hagigah} 1:2, \textit{Talmud} 11b, and \textit{Maaseh Maimon}. For a discussion regarding the question of whiskey owned by a Jew on Pesah see \textit{Shulchan Aruch}, Orah Hayyim 442:2, and \textit{Mishnah Berurah}, Orah Hayyim 442:2. A discussion of the \textit{chametz she'avar alav haPesach} is found in \textit{Shulchan Aruch}, Orah Hayyim 442:2.
chametz, or does the “corporation”, a discrete entity, own it?  

After consultation with a lawyer, I was informed that actually the concept of a corporation in American jurisprudence would be difficult if not impossible to translate into precise halachic terminology. The closest conceptual analogy might be the “kehillah” (congregation). In Jewish law, the question arises as to ownership of an object which the kehillah possesses. It is evident from an inspection of the discussion in the Talmud and law codes regarding a lulav and etrog purchase by a kehillah, or a Sefer Torah owned by a kehillah, that each member of the congregation is considered as having ownership of a part of that community-owned object. Thus, the assets of a corporation could be considered, under Jewish law, as belonging in part to each person who owns stock in that corporation. Under the circumstances, the chametz owned by a corporation whose stockholders are (mainly) Jewish could be in the category of chametz she’avar alav haPesach.

This question has not yet received a definitive answer by leading rabbinic authorities. The Kovner Rov did not accept the legal definition mentioned above. One may summarize his reasoning as follows: halacha accepts the principle that “dina de’malchuta dina”, the law of the land is law (for monetary matters). Since the law of the secular state decrees that a corporation is indeed a distinct entity, that legal fiction is valid even as far as halacha is concerned. He would say that Jewish

19. Some people would like to draw a parallel from the laws of ribit to the laws of chametz she’avor alav haPesach. R. Moshe Feinstein has written that it is permissible for Jews to own shares in a bank corporation which receives ribit because none of the shareholders has any liability (achrayut) in the corporation. However, the analogy is not entirely successful, for there are some pertinent differences between the two situations. The above citation by Rava indicates that even if a person does not own the chametz but is responsible for it, it is still his responsibility to remove all that chametz from his property before Pesach. And if the chametz belongs to him, even if he is not liable for any damage from that chametz, surely he must remove that chametz too!

We should note however, that for the Kovner Rov there was another element of difference which he considered to be highly relevant. See further in the text.

20. בבראשונה מפרש הלמאו שלמה תורהיה איש.
stockholders do not own the *chametz* of the corporation because the corporation itself owns its assets. If the law of the land views the business as a corporate "body", then Jewish law should accept that definition. And furthermore, since there is also no liability on the part of the shareholders, we can say that the *chametz* of a corporation does not fall within the purview of *chametz she'avar alav haPesach*.

However, Rav Brown in *Shearim Behalacha* cites the *Zechar Yitzchok* as rejecting this view. Albeit there is "limited liability" for the shareholders, nevertheless they *are* shareholders, which means that a share of the corporation belongs to each one; i.e. a share of the *chametz* too. Therefore he would not permit such *chametz* to be used by Jews after Pesach.

Most corporations are not wholly owned by Jews. How does "mixed" ownership affect the halachic status of corporation-owned *chametz*? Earlier Rabbis have addressed the question of *chametz* which was jointly owned by a Jew and non-Jew during Pesach; in such a partnership, the *chametz* of the Gentile is permitted but that which belonged to the Jew is forbidden. The Rabbis discuss how to determine which is which. *Sha'agat Aryeh* establishes the following principle:

There is a concept in rabbinic law called *breira*, which means that an action can retroactively affect the status of an object. For example, if a Jew and a Gentile jointly owned *chametz* during Pesach and later decided to divide their stock, the principle of *breira* establishes that the *chametz* which is taken by the Gentile as his share after Pesach was really his all during Pesach and that the part subsequently claimed by the Jew was retroactively his all along. Since the point in question is a rabbinic and not a biblical issue, *Sha'agat Aryeh* rules that, based on *breira*, one may use the *chametz* which was jointly owned by both and then taken by the Gentile as his — but the part claimed by the Jew is considered as having been in his domain all along is and therefore forbidden as

---

22. ד"ח. ק"מ.
23. ש"ח שאמגה א"ה פ.ר"ק.
Sefer Brit Yehudah wants to expand this application of breira even to a case where the owners do not eventually split up their stock. He would say that whenever Jews and Gentiles together owned chametz during Pesach, the buyer can ascribe the chametz which he buys to the portion which the Gentile owned on Pesach.25

How does the principle of breira apply with respect to a corporation? And how can the principle of breira be employed in cases where the “partners” do not divide their stock but remain joint owners? Sefer Brit Yehudah26 enters into a long discussion of this question and notes that the first person to grapple with this modern issue was Rabbi Shlomo Ganzfried, the author of Kitzur Shulchan Aruch. Rabbi Ganzfried wrote that it is forbidden by Jewish law for a Jew to borrow money to be repaid at interest from a bank (a corporation) which has Jewish as well as non-Jewish shareholders.27 Sefer Brit Yehudah further notes that the author of Shoel Umayshiv took strong exception to this ruling and importuned Rabbi Ganzfried to omit this section in later reprintings of his Kitzur Shulchan Aruch. Shoel Umayshiv held that there was no violation involved in paying or receiving interest from a corporate bank; similarly, he found no issur in buying chametz from a corporation which held it during Pesach.

However, Sefer Brit Yehudah proceeds to cite many authorities who did not agree with Shoel Umayshiv. He goes so far as to maintain that even those Rabbis who did render lenient opinions

24. See also: Ḥametz she’avar alav haPesach.
25. אָכִילָה עַל מְעֹרֶת בְּפַיו דִּבָּרָא מֵאִם שַׁלּוֹם גָּנָצְפִּידֵא שֹׁטֵא עָלָיו מֿיִסִּיר.
26. פַּרְק ל אָוֶּה מַדִּיבָּא.
27. אוּק וּשְׁמאָל מִשְׁפְּכֵי שֹׁדֵבָּא מְכַשִּׁעֲוַי דִֿבָּר עַל מְעֹרֶת בְּפַיו דִּבָּרָא מֵאִם שַׁלּוֹם גָּנָצְפִּידֵא שֹׁטֵא עָלָיו מֿיִסִּיר.
28. מִשְׁפְּכֵי שֹׁדֵבָּא מְכַשִּׁעֲוַי דִֿבָּר עַל מְעֹרֶת בְּפַיו דִּבָּרָא מֵאִם שַׁלּוֹם גָּנָצְפִּידֵא שֹׁטֵא עָלָיו מֿיִסִּיר.
about *chametz* did so only in an attempt to find retroactive justification for the Jews involved, but never to sanction such an act a priori.

In his discussion of the laws of *chametz*, Rabbi Shlomo Kluger also rules that shareholders of a corporation do not need to be concerned about corporate ownership of *chametz* during Pesach. As he sees it, the individual shareholder has no actual control over the daily workings of the business; his stock "entitles him only to gain or to lose money but gives him no right to instruct or to give opinions about the operations of the business..." Inasmuch as this is so, he considers the obligation to get rid of all *chametz* prior to Pesach as not applicable to a corporation.

The commonly accepted practice today is to regard a supermarket corporation in the same way as one would consider a privately-owned store. If the corporation is primarily owned by Jewish stockholders, all the strictures which apply to any Jewish establishment would apply to the corporation. However, if more than half the shareholders are non-Jewish, one may conclude that the *chametz* was owned on Pesach by a non-Jew and is permitted. However, some authorities consider the pertinent factor in a corporate situation to be who is the ultimate policy-maker. If, despite multiple owners, the corporation is basically run by a Jewish manager, then we must regard the store as being a Jewish establishment.

An interesting footnote to our inquiry is the practical observation that, regardless of the considerable doubt as to any actual halachic *issur* in using *chametz she’avar alav haPesach* due to the complexities of modern economics, most observant Jews nevertheless adopt a strict posture with respect to this question. Despite any *heterim* which might apply to corporate supermarkets...
and the like, they customarily avoid buying in Jewish controlled supermarkets for weeks, if not months, after Passover.

* * *

A halachic topic which is not actually part of the question of chametz may nevertheless render much of our discussion of chametz she'avar alav haPesach moot in practical usage. Many only nominally observant Jews, and even some who are not otherwise observant of mitzvot, are nevertheless careful to sell their chametz to a Gentile before Pesach. It may be that an individual who so blatantly disregards the halacha that he does not even bother to sell his chametz or otherwise dispose of it has passed beyond the definition of "Jew" for the purposes of the Jewish law. The legal status of a non-observant Jew — whether he is to be considered as a Jew or as a Gentile for the purposes of legal categorization — is a self-contained topic which is ancillary to the laws of Pesach. The resolution of this question has important repercussions in many areas of Jewish law.31 (It is interesting to note parenthetically that although the reason for the Jew's lack of observance is often an important factor in determining his status, none of the rabbinic authorities who discuss this question in connection with Pesach touch on this aspect of it at all32. Usually, it does make a difference if the Jew who disregards the law is acting deliberately or out of ignorance, like a "babe who was kidnapped by Gentiles.")

31. Some of the areas in which this question is important include the following:
   his participation in an eruv — אָרֵיֶּךָ שְּפִּי
can a Jew ask him to work for him on Shabbat, — violateתָּן תַּקָּבִץ
   what is the status of an animal which he slaughtered, — יִירֵד סְב ב
bread and cheese prepared by him, — יִירֵד קַשְׁיִים וְקֶבֶרְד
can a Jew borrow or lend money at interest from him — יִירֵד קַשְׁיִים
can he contract a valid marriage, is a Sefer Torah written by him permitted and other matters, — תֹּרְמוֹת הַדָּוָּרְשׁ רֶבֶר ד ַָי

32. The only relevant verses are:
   כְּפָר מַר numer 157:4
   גְּנַחְרִים מִדְּרוֹשֵׁי יִשְׂרָאֵל אֵלָי פִּי חָשְׁגֵת יִשְׂרָאֵל
   יִרְוֵךְ הַשָּׁלֹחַן אֵלָי הֵוֵר הֵר
   יֵשׁ אֵשׁ אֲחָיָתי לַעַלְכִּי אַבֶּן הַשָּׁלֹח הֵוֵר
   אֶנְרֹת מַשָּׁה אֲנָא הֵוֵר מְכַי
   אַבֶּן צִיוָּן כִּי ג
In connection with chametz during Pesach, the authorities disagree whether a Jew who did not dispose of his chametz should be considered equivalent to a Gentile, based on the principle מומר לחהל שבעת והו מעושימ "one who deliberately violates the Sabbath is like an idol-worshipper", or whether we should follow the dictum that "a Jew, even if he sins, is yet a Jew."

Another factor to be considered is that the stricture against using chametz kept by a Jew during Passover is after all a rabbinic k'nas, a fine instituted in the hope that by removing any opportunity for profit from the illicit chametz, we have removed the temptation not to sell it. But what value is such a k'nas in the case of a non-observant Jew who is probably not even aware of it? He has no difficulty selling his chametz after Pesach to non-Jews and the only ones being inconvenienced are the observant Jews! Why then should the k'nas continue to be imposed?

In one of his responsa, Shoel Umayshiv records the case of a Jew who had sold his chametz to an individual whom he believed to be non-Jewish. During chol hamoed, however, he was informed by the man's wife that her spouse had been born Jewish but had converted. Shoel Umayshiv ruled that there is no problem with the chametz, and it may be used just as if it had been sold to any other Gentile.\footnote{33. See also}\footnote{34. See also Chullin.}\footnote{35. See also Mishnah Berurah and Chullin.}

But former Sephardic Chief Rabbi of Israel, Ovadia Yosef, writes\footnote{33. See also Chullin.}...and in general from their words we learn that it is forbidden to buy after Pesach from a non-observant Jew who does not keep Torah and mitzvot.

After elaborating on his conclusion, Rabbi Yosef confronts the text in Chullin\footnote{35. See also Mishnah Berurah and Chullin.} which apparently contradicts his thesis: Chametz of sinners is permitted immediately after Pesach because they exchange it...
Although the implication seems to be that chametz retained by a non-observant Jew during Pesach may be used, Rabbi Yosef counters that the Gemara is considering the case of an individual who has sinned, but after discovering his error wishes to avoid further transgression and therefore exchanges his own chametz for some other. This follows the reasoning that a person will not ordinarily ignore the permitted and deliberately eat a forbidden food. However, Rabbi Yosef maintains that in our time, any Jew can readily sell his chametz, and if he deliberately chooses not to do so, he cannot be considered as within the category of one who avoids—sin if he can. We cannot therefore ascribe to him the wish to avoid compounding his sin, nor can we assume that he will have exchanged his forbidden, unsold chametz for some other.

In 

there is further definition of the general dictum that a person prefers the permitted and avoids the forbidden. He writes that the rule only applies to a person who sins deliberately, due to temptation which he is unable to resist. We may indeed assume that under ordinary circumstances when it is just as easy for him, he will prefer the permitted and avoid the forbidden. However, if one sins deliberately, he is not entitled to this presumption of good will. However, cites rabbinic authorities who feel that in a case of great need, it might be permissible to utilize the money realized from sale of the chametz owned by the deliberate sinner to a non-Jew, or else to exchange it for chametz of a non-Jew. This ruling is cited by the Mishnah Brurah.

Our brief perusal of this topic serves to indicate the surprisingly complex nature of hilchot chametz she’avar alav haPesach. Many of these questions still await final halachic resolution.

36. Rabbi Yosef adds that even if the storeowner claims to have sold his chametz he is not to be believed without a signed certificate from the Rabbi attesting to the sale.

37. "אין חומץ שאר הלכה בחומץ אחר אלא שאר הפסחים"